K-TERM 20

Elektronik

Overview
The K-TERM20 is a data modem unit.
It can be attached to different
communication units:
- Radio units with data capabilities
- GSM units for SMS and GPRS*
communication
- TETRA units with serial line
- MAP 27 radio's
The K-TERM 20 includes different
serial lines as well as digital I/O lines.
With these lines, different additional
units can be attached to the K-TERM
unit:
- K-TERM60 display (colour) with
touch screen
- VDO navigation systems
- LSVA traffic unit (CH)
- Printer
- External keyboard
- Communication with PC, PALM, ...
The K-TERM 20 units are used for
different applications:
- As part of the WeTrack
fleet management system
- Data communication for remote
applications
- Customer specific applications

Option’s
- LAN connection Ethernet 10Mb
with integrated webserver. The
data transfer is via socket
connection (TCP/IP).
- MMC Memory extension
- GPS unit 12 canal
- Bluetooth unit

Interfaces
3 serial lines RS232
1 serial line RS485
1 serial line CAN-Bus
8 IO lines. Every line can be configured
to be an input (analog or digital) or an
output line (open collector).

Connection to the radio

Data modem

All signals to steer a radio are
available on the optional 15 pol DSUB
connection:
- Data BF send and receive
- PTT lines for data and voice
- Canal busy control
- Signal strength (RSSI)
- Loudspeaker mute
- Motorola SBEP bus

The K-TERM 20 can be equipped with
a FFSK or a GMSK data modem.
With the FFSK unit baud rates 1200 /
2400 / 4800 and with the GMSK unit
baud rates up to 19200 baud can be
achieved.
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Specifications:

Powersupply 10.5 bis 16.0 VDC
Temperatur range: -20 bis +75o C
Size: 152 x 48 x 110 mm (without
external connectors)
Weight: 720 g
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